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      ENGLISH 

Section – A (Reading)  

1. Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow. 

1. You may never want to fly kites so keep away evil spirits, as the Chinese have done for 
centuries or to make rain, as the Tibetans did, but some more modern and Western uses 
may tempt you to try experimenting for yourself along similar lines. The most 
widespread use of kites in modern times has been for meteorological investigations. 
Everybody knows about how Benjamin Franklin, the great American scholar and 
statesman, sent a kite up in 1752 during a thunderstorm to prove that lighting was 
caused by electricity. He produced sparks at ground level from a key hung on the wet 
line as the current flowed down it. A second investigator repeated Franklin’s 
experiment shortly afterwards and was killed.  

2. By sending up instruments on kites it has been possible to make readings of air-
pressure, temperature, speed, direction and humidity. Although thermometers had 
been sent up long before, it was not until, 1894, that a self-reading thermometer-a 
thermograph-was sent up by kite. The army, navy and air force have used kites in 
various ways for decades. Another Korean version of the invention of the kite tells how 
a general used one to carry a line across a stream. This line way, using kites. At sea, 
kites have often been used to carry a line to distressed ships in rough weather. 

3. Kites-especially box and bow-kites-have been used as gunnery targets. They are easy to 
make and cheap to used and will stand quite a lot of punishment before they the cease 
to fly. Apart from their use as targets, kites have been used by the army to fly flags, for 
aerial photography over enemy trenches, for suspending flares over targets, during 
night—fighting, for carrying man over enemy lines, for dragging torpedoes, etc. to a 
target area. They have been used by both wireless reception. As a matter of fact, the first 
long distance short wave transmission of all, made use of an aerial flown on a kite. 
When Marconi made the famous transatlantic transmission he raised his receiving aerial 
some 400 feet on a kite. Never fly an aerial in stormy weather or when there are cmulus 
clouds. 

4. During the last war, the R.A.F developed a ‘kite flare’ as part of survival equipment for 
airmen forced down at sea. When airborne the kite was attached to a special shock 
absorber which was fixed to the dinghy. It was stated that provided there was a 6m.p.h 
wind, the kites would stay aloft indefinitely.  

5. Some of these kites were brought to Australia and sent to the 6th Australian Division in 
1944 for trials to determine whether they were of use in jungle warfare, especially in 
defining locations. After experiments, the authorities decided that they were of no value 
for this purpose. 

 

 

 



   (a)  On the basis of your reading of the passage make notes on it, using headings and        
subheadings. Use recognizable abbreviations (wherever necessary-minimum 4) and  
a format you consider suitable. Also supply an appropriate title to it. 

 
(a)    Write a summary of the above passage in about 80 words.      

Section- B - Writing & Grammar 

1. You are Ravi/Rachna. As President of the cultural forum of your school you have organized an 

inter-school orchestra competition on the occasion of the Silver Jubiliee celebrations of your  

school. Write a notice in about 50 words, informing the students of your school about this 

competition. 

2. Design a poster to launch ‘Tree Plantation Campaign’, in the area surrounding your school. 

3. You are Personal Management of Greeen-Bio-Products Ltd.,  Sector – 18 Industrial Area. 

Faridabad. You need an efficient P.A./ Stenographer for your office. Write an advertisement for 

the situation vacant column of a local daily. 

4. You want to sell your flat in Ashok Vihar. Write out an advertisement giving necessary details in 

about 50 words. 

5. You want to let out a flat. Prepare an advertisement to this effect for publication in a newspaper, 

giving location of the building nature of accommodation, rent expected etc. 

6. You are the member of a youth club. Recently your club has purchased some furniture from 

Nawab Furniture Depot, Kanpur. But after a week you have noticed some defects in the furniture. 

Write a letter to the Manager of Nawab Furniture asking him to replace it. You are 

Aman/Amisha. 

7. Mandeep Sharma of 59, Sea Road, Bandre Mumbai sees an advertisement in the Every day times 

and decides to apply for the job of a sales executive. Write an application to the Personnel 

Manager, V.K. Publications, Worli, Mumbai. (100 – 150 words) 

8. Write a letter to Lightways Sport, Amarapalli, Thane, placing an order for sports articles to be 

supplied to your school, ABC Matriculation school, Civil lines , Poona. You are Ravi/Raveena 

sports secretary. (100-150 words).  

9. You are living in a place of scenic beauty, green, natural and refreshing. Write an article on ‘The 

Joys of living in the lap of nature’ for the Nature Column of a newspaper.  

(150-200 words). 

10.  Write a speech on ‘Modern Gadgets have made us slaves to Machines’ in about 150-200 words.  

 

 



 

11.  Renu wrote the paragraph below as part of her story for the school magazine, but the editor 
told her to improve it by joining sentences together. Complete the revised version by filling in 
the spaces.           
Mohit and his friends were quite tired. So they went to bed at once. They heard the deafening  
sound of a window pane crashing. Their sound sleep was rudely shattered. They rushed to the window. 
They saw a crowd. People were marching towards the rest house. They carried stones, sticks and torches. 
Mohit realised the danger to their lives. He contacted the police for help. He asked them to come 
immediately.  

 
Mohit and his friends  (a) ___________________ went to bed at once. Their sound sleep (b) 
_________________ crash. On rushing to the window (c) _____________________ and marching 
towards the rest house. Mohit contacted the police for immediate help (d) 
______________________________ lives. 

 
12.  In the following passage one word is incorrect in each line. Write the incorrect word and its 

correction against the correct question number. The first one has been done for you as an 
example: 

Children are fond to coconut. It is the     e.g.     to  of 
biggest of all the nuts, and are indeed a wonderful  (a) ____  ____ 
fruit. It grows on a tall palm tree and is find    (b) ____  ____ 
in tropical countries round a seashore. The   (c) ____  ____ 
name was giving to it by the Portuguese because,  (d) ____  ____ 
with the three marks and eye-spots at the end,    (e) ____  ____ 
it look something like monkey’s face, and ‘coco’  (f) ____  ____ 
is a Portuguese word for a bugbear or a distorted mask. 

 
13.  Rearrange the jumbled words into meaningful sentences: 

i. left me / my parents / with her / they / new city / in the / went / when / to live 
ii. they / you / speak / understand / may / clearly / so that 

iii. the / I had / little / already / money / spent / I’ve 
 

SECTION- C (Literature) 
 

1. Read the extracts given below and answer the questions that follow: 

(i) Father and son, we both must live  
On the same globe and the same land, 
He speaks: I cannot understand  
Myself,  why anger grows from grief.   
We each put out an empty hand, 
Longing for something to forgive. 

a. Why does the speaker become angry? 
b. Explain: “We each put out an empty hand”. 
c. What do they yearn for? 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

(ii) Where did my childhood go? 
It went to some forgotten place, 
That’s hidden in an infant’s face, 
That’s all I know. 

 
a. How does the speaker feel about the loss of his childhood? 
b. Why does the poet feel it has gone to some forgotten place? 
c. Where could it be hiding? Why? 

 
3. Answer the following questions in 30-40 words each:     

 
a. Shahid was “ an intermittent but first hand witness to the mounting violence”  
       in Kashmir. How did it influence his poetry and personality? 
b. How did the audience react to Professor Gaitonde’s remarks: “as unchaired lecture is 

like Shakespeare’s ‘Hamlet’ without the prince of the Denmark”? 
c. Why did the night at the guest house in Darchen turn out to be another troubled one?  
d. The Tale Of Melon City is an irony. Describe giving instances from the poem.  
e. Why did the narrator call Ile Amsterdam ‘the most beautiful island in the world’? 
f. Why does Taplow say Mr.Crocker Harris cannot be a sadist ? 

 
4. Answer the following questions in 120-150 words: 

 
a. “For the first time in human history we see a transcending concern – the survival  

not just of the people but of the planet”. Elucidate. 
b. Man is “the eye of the landscape” says Francois Cheng. Discuss this concept on the basis 

of reading ‘Landscape Of The Soul’.  
 

5. Answer the following questions in 120-150 words: 
 

a. Comment on the significance of the title of the story ‘The Address’. 
b. The play ‘Mother‘s Day’ is a humorous and satirical depiction of the status of the woman 

in a family. Do you agree with the statement? Give reasons for your answer. 
                                

6. Answer the following questions in 120-150 words: 

a. What do you learn about the system of education in old British schools from the  
play ‘The Browning Version’?  

b. Is scientific invention necessary to unearth buried mysteries? Express your opinion  
      with reference to the chapter ‘Discovering Tut: the Saga Continues’. 

 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    



    
                            MATHEMATICSMATHEMATICSMATHEMATICSMATHEMATICS    

 

 

1. In ∆ ABC , prove that (� − �)� �	
� 	��  + (� + �)� sin 
�
� = �� . 

2. Prove that  

 tan 6° tan 42° tan 66° tan 78° = 1  

3. If tan θ = 
�
� , prove that  

            a sin 2 θ + b cos 2 θ = b . 

4.        If a sin θ = b sin (θ +	���  ) = c sin (θ +	���  ) , prove that ab + bc + ca = 0. 

5. If sin θ + sin � = √3 (cos � - cos 6) , prove that sin 3	θ  + sin 3 ∅ = 0. 

6. Prove that  

 tan � + 2 tan 2 � + 4 tan 4	� + 8 cot 8 � = cot �  

7. Solve for  θ  
            tan θ + tan 2 θ + √3 tan θ tan 2 θ = √3  
8.         Solve the equation  

            tan θ + cot θ  = 2 

9. Solve  

 2 sin2 x + sin2 2x = 2  

10. Solve : 

 (a) sin 
�
� =  −1  

 (b) cos 
��
�  = 

�
�   

 (c) tan ���� �  = √3   
       Evaluate the limits 

11. 
��
� → 0     

√"#$%√"
$√"&#	"$    

             

12. 
��

� → �					
√"#�$				%		√�$
√�"#$			%	�√$     

 

13. 
��
' → 0					 

((#)) *+,((#))%	( *+,(
)  

14. 
��
� → 0					 

√�#*-. $			%		√�%*-. $	
$	   

15. ��
� → 0   

/01(�#()#	*-.	(�%()%	� *-.�
( *-. (	    

16. 
��
� → 2

3
    
	�%	√�	,4* (%*-.(

(3(%	2)&  

17. 
��
� → �    

*-. (%*-.�
√(%	√�     

18. ��
� → �  

	$√$%		"√"
$	%"   

    

    

    

    



    

    

19. Iftanθ + tan2θ +√3tanθtan2θ =√3, �ℎ78	find θ . 

20. If tan(̟cosθ) =cot(̟ sinθ),then cos(θ - 9/4) = ± 1/2√2 . 

21. Prove that: cos
�2
�= cos 

�2
�= cos

>2
�= cos

�32
�=  = 

�
�3 . 

22. Find the maximum distance of a point on the graph of the function y = √3sinx+cosx from X-axis. 

23. In a right angled triangle ABC with < @=900,find the equation whose roots are tanA and tanB. 

24. Find the number of solutions of equation tanx +secx = 2cosx lying in the interval [0,2̟]. 

25. If acos2θ +bsin2θ =c has α and β as its roots, then prove that tanα+tanβ =
��
�#� . 

26. If sin(θ + α)=a and sin(θ+β)=b, then prove that:cos(α+β)-4abcos(α-β)=1-2a2-2b2. 

27. Find the value of tan22030’. 

28. Prove that : sin4A=4sinAcos3A-4cosAsin3A. 

29. If cosα +cosβ=0=sinα +sinβ, then prove that:cos2α+cos2β=-2cos(α+β). 

30. Draw the graph of y=cos(x-̟/4). 

31. Draw the graph of y=cosx and y=cos2x on the same axis. 

32. Prove that the value of 5cosθ+3cos(θ+̟/3)+3 lies between -4 and 10. 

33. Find the maximum and minimum value of the following expression:3cosθ+5sin(θ-̟/6). 

34. If the angular diameter of the moon be 30’,how far from the eye should a coin of diameter 2.2cm be 

placed to hide the moon? 

35. The minute hand of a watch is 35 cm long.How far does its tip move in 18 minutes?Use ̟=22/7. 

36. Find the value of:i)sin(
%��2
� ) ii) cot(

%�=2
� ). 

37. If 3tanθtan∅ =1,prove that: 2cos(θ+∅) = cos(θ-∅). 

38. If 8θ =̟,show that cos7θ +cotθ=0. 

39. Prove that:- sin200sin400sin800 = √3/8 . 

40. Prove that:-tanθtan(̟/3 -θ)tan(̟/3 +θ) = tan 3θ . 

41. If tanθ =sec2α , prove that: sin2θ = (1-tan4α)/(1+tan4α). 

42. Evaluate cot82030’ . 

43. Solve: sinx +cosx =
�
√� . 

 

 

 

 

    

    

    



    

                                                                                                                                                                                                                PHYSICS  

1. Three point masses 1kg, 2 kg, and 3 kg are located at the vertices of an equilateral triangle of side 
length 20 cm. What is the moment of inertia about an axis along the altitude of the triangle passing 
through 1 kg? 

2. A rocket is fired from the earth towards the sun. At what point on its path is the gravitational force on 

the rocket is zero. Given – mass of sun= 2x 1030 kg, mass of earth= 6 x 1024 kg, orbital radius of earth = 

1.5 x 1011 m. Neglect the effect of the other planets. 

3. Four identical cylindrical columns of steel support a big structure of mass of 50000 kg. The inner and 

outer radii of each column are 30 and 40 cm respectively. Assume the load distribution to be uniform, 

calculate the compression strain of each column. The young’s modulus of steel is 2 x 1011 Pascal. 

4. What is escape velocity? Derive the expression for escape velocity from the surface of earth. Why there 

is no atmosphere on the moon, explain. 

5.  What is elastic collision? Prove that in one dimensional elastic collision the relative velocity of 

approach before collision is equals to relative velocity of separation after collision. Find the expression 

for the velocities of the body after collision.                                                                        

6. What is coefficient of restitution? What does its significance? Two bodies of equal masses undergo one 

dimensional elastic collision then find the expression for their velocities after collision. 

7. Draw the graph of the equation F  = -KX, where F is the spring force and X is the displacement of block 

attached to the spring from the equilibrium position.  Using the graph, show that maximum work done 

by the spring at displacement Xm is   Ws = kXm2 /2  ( where k= is a constant ).  

8.  Define the gravitational potential energy of a body. Obtain the expression for gravitational potential 

energy of a body of mass ‘m’ lying at distance r from the centre of the earth. 

9. Derive an expression for the potential energy stored in a stretched spring. Plot a graph for its variation 

with displacement from mean position of the spring. 

10. A body of mass 2 kg initially at rest moves under the action of an applied horizontal force of 7 N on a 

table with coefficient of kinetic friction o.1. Compute the               

(a) work done by the applied force is 10 s. (b) works done by fiction in 10 s (c) work done by net force in 

10 s. 

11. What do you mean by the term coefficient of viscosity? Define terminal velocity and find an expression 
for the terminal velocity in case of sphere falling through a viscous liquid. 

12. What is meant by streamline flow of a liquid? What is venturimeter . Using the Bernoulli’s principle, 

find the velocity of liquid flowing through a tube with the help of venturimeter. 

13. (a)  Derive expression for acceleration due to gravity (g)                                                                (i) at height 

h (h<<R)  (ii) With depth ‘d ‘from the surface of earth (iii) Draw graph of the variation in acceleration 

due to gravity (g) with distance being taken from the centre of the earth.                                                   

(b) At what height above the surface of earth the weight of a body become half that on the surface? 

14. The radius of a pulley is 20 cm and its moment of inertia is 0.32 kg/m2 . A block of mass 2 kg is 

suspended from the pulley as shown in figure . If the block is released from rest then determine the 

accleration of the block. 

15. What is meant by streamline flow of a liquid? What is venturimeter . Using the Bernoulli’s principle, 

find the velocity of liquid flowing through a tube with the help of venturimeter. 

 
 
 
 



 
 

16. The motor of an engine is rotating about it’s  axis with an angular velocity of 100 rpm. It comes to rest 

in 15 s. after being switched off. Calculate the number of revolution made by it before coming to rest, 

( Assuming constant angular  acceleration) 

17. Find the centre of mass of three particles at the vertices of an equilateral triangle. The masses of the 

particles are 100 gm, 200 gm and 150gm respectively being side of the triangle 0.5 m long. 

18. Find the Gravitational potential energy of system of three equal masses each of 200 gm kept at the 

vertices and equilateral triangle whose each side having length 1 m. 

19. A wheel of moment of inertia 0.5 kgm2 and radius 20 cm is rotating about its axis at an angular speed 

of 20 rad/s. Its picks up stationary particles of mass 200 gm at its edge. Find the new angular speed.  

20. A 3m long ladder being 20 kg leans on a frictionless wall. Its feel rest on the flour 1 m from the wall 

find the reaction force on the wall and the floor. 

21. A cord of negligible mass is wound round the rim of a flywheel of mass 20 kg and raidus 20 cm. A 

steady pull  of 25 N is applied on the cord  as shown in figure. The flywheel is mounted on a horizontal 

axle with frintiionless bearings.                                  

(a) compute angular acceleration  of the wheel                                                                                   

(b) find the work  done by  the pull, when 2m of cord is unwound                                                  

(c) find also the kinetic energy of the wheel at this point. Assume the wheel starts from rest. 

22. A uniform wire of mass M and legth L is suspended from the ceiling from one end. Find the elongation 

in the wire due its own weight  ( area of cross section  of wire is A and its youngs modulus  is Y ). 

23. A solid sphere of radius R made of a material of bulk modulus B is surrounded by a liquid in a 

cylindrical container. A mass less piston of area A floats on the surface of the liquid. When a mass M is 

placed on the piston to compress the liquid, find fractional change in the radius of the sphere.  

24. A wire of cross sectional area A is stretched horizontally between two cramps located at a distance 2L 

m from each other. A weight W is suspended from the midpoint of the wire. If the vertical distance 

through which the midpoint of the wire moves down be X (X< L), then (i) find the strain  produced in 

the wire (ii) the value of X if young’s modulus  of wire is Y. 

25. Two wires of same length and material but of different radii are suspended from a rigid support. Both 

carry the same load. Will the stress, strain and extension in them be same or different? 

26. A cable is replaced by another of the same length and material but of twice the diameter. (a) How does 

this affect its elongation under a given load? (b) How many times will be the maximum load it can now 

support without exceeding the elastic limit? 

27. A vertical U tube of uniform inner cross-section contains mercury in both of its arms. A glycerin 

(density 1.3 g/cm3) column of length 10 cm is introduced into one of the arms. Oil of density 0.8 g/cm3 

is poured in the other arm until the upper surfaces of the oil and glycerin are in the same horizontal 

level. Find the length of oil column.  

28. The pressure difference between two points along a horizontal pipe, through which water is flowing, is 

1.4 cm or mercury. If, due to non uniform cross section, the speed of flow of water at the point of 

greater cross-section is 60 cm/s, calculate the speed at the other point.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

    
CHEMISTRYCHEMISTRYCHEMISTRYCHEMISTRY    

    
Organic Chemistry : Some Basic Principles And Techniques 

1. Draw the structures of isopropane,  acetophenone and 3-Oxobutanal 

2. From left to right, write down the state of hybridization of each carbon in the following molecule:    

  CH3- CH = C= CH2. 

3. Which type of functional group does not  show isomerism? Explain. 

4. Write the enolic form of acetone and count the number of  σ – and ̟ – bonds and the number of lone 
pairs of electrons present in it.  

5. Write the names of the  functional groups present in the following molecule.  

CH3COCH2COOC2H5, 

6. Explain how is electronegativity of the carbon atom is related to the state of their hybridisation.  

7. Why do branched hydrocarbons have lower boiling point than their linear isomers? 

8. How will you justify that SO3 is an electrophile and NH4+ is not ? 

9. Give the IUPAC names of the following compounds: 

(i) HC= C- CH = CH2  (ii) CH3 CH2 NH2 

10.  Expand the following formula and write its IUPAC name: 

[(CH3)2 CH)]3 COH 

11. Give the IUPAC Names of the following compounds: 

(i) Cl CH2 CH2CHO (ii) CH2 = CH(CH3) – C (CH3)2– CH = CH2 

12. Discuss the orbital picture of allene (C3H4) 

13. Which carbocation is more stable, (CH3)3C+ and (CH3)2CH+? 

14. What are metamers? Explain with examples. 

15. What are inductive and electromeric effects ? How do these two differ?  

16. What is tautomerism? Give one example why is vinyl alcohol less stable than its tautomer? 

17. What are carbocations? Discuss their types and relative stability.  

18. Differentiate between homolysis and heterolysis .Give an example of each. 

19. What are inductive effect and hyperconjugation effect? Why do these effects of alkyl groups operate in 
opposite directions? Explain.  

20. What are free radicals? Explain the structure and stability of different types of free radicals. 
21. Give the resonating structures of benzoic acid and Chlorobenzene . 

 
 
 
 
 
    
    
    
    



    

BIOLOGY  
 
Chapter-10 Biomolecules  

1. How are prosthetic groups different from co-factors?  

2. Describe the Watson & Crick model of DNA.    

3. Formation of ES complex is the first step in catalysed reaction. Describe the other steps till 

      The formation of product. 

4. Illustrate peptide, glycosidic & phosphodiester bond. 

5. Describe the different classes of enzymes.  

6. Differentiate between nucleotide and nucleoside. Give two examples of each with their  

    structure. 

Chapter-11 Transport in plants 

1. How is facilitated diffusion different from diffusion? 

2. Explain the mass flow hypothesis of transport in phloem. 

3. Elaborate the transpirational pull model of water transport in plants. Adda noteon the factors   

    that influence transpiration. 

4. How does the analysis of the exudate enable one to detect minerals and the form in which  

     they are assembled in the plant? 

5. What is solute potential and water potential? How are they related? 

6. Explain how almost all the water moves into the root? 

Chapter-12 Mineral nutrition  

1. Give the criteria of essentiality for nutrients.  

2. How are minerals classifieds depending upon the amount in which they are needed by the  

    plants? How are prosthetic groups different from co-factors? 

3. We know that plants require nutrients. If we supply these in excess, will it be beneficial to the 

    plants? If yes, how/ If no, why?  

4. Explain the steps in biological nitrogen fixation in brief. 

5. What is the importance of sulphur in plants? Name the amino acids which contain it. 

6. In the root nodule of a legume, what are the conditions posed by a leghaemoglobin? 

Chapter-13 Photosynthesis in higher plants 

1. How do photosynthetic bacteria such as Cyanobacteria conduct photosynthesis in the  

    absence of chloroplasts? 

2. How are succulents able to meet their photosynthetic CO2 requirements as they are known  

    to keep their stomata closed during the day to check transpiration? 

3.  Define accessory pigments. State their significance in photosynthesis. 

 



 

 

4.  What are the important events and end products of light reaction? 

5. Why photorespiration does not take place in C4 plants? 

6. Describe the C3 pathway. 

Chapter-14 Respiration in plants 

1. How is the energy released and stored during oxidation of compounds in respiration? 

2. Aerobic respiration has more efficiency. Justify. 

3. The final product of glycolysis is pyruvic acid. Write the three metabolic fates of the pyruvic  

     acid in anaerobic and aerobic conditions. 

4. State why the respiratory pathway is referred to as an amphibolic pathway.  

5. Explain the significance of Oxygen in aerobic respiration in the context of ETS. 

6. What is glycolysis? Where does glycolysis takes place in a cell? Give schematic   

    representation of glycolysis. 

Chapter-15 Plant growth and development 

1. Is there a difference in the growth pattern of plants and animals? Do all parts of the plant  

    grow endlessly? List the regions of the plant that can grow endlessly, if no. 

2.  Explain the following with examples from various plant tissues 

a) Differentiation 

b) De-differentiation 

c) Redifferentiation 

3.Write a short note on photoperiodism.  

4. Where in plants are the below hormones manufactured? 

a) IAA 

B) Gibberellins 

c) Cytokinins 

5. Where are plant hormones formed? How are the hormones passed to the specific site of  

    activity? 

6. Differentiate between plant growth promoters and plant growth inhibitors with suitable  

    examples. 

  

 

 

    
    
    
    
    



ACCOUNTANCY  
 

1) On 1st January P ltd bought a plant for Rs. 1500000.The Company writes off depreciation @20% on 

written down value method and closes its books on 31st march every year. On 1st Oct 2014 a part of 

plant purchased on 1st January 2012 for 300000 was sold for 175000.On 1st January 2015 a fresh plant 

was purchased for 500000.Prepare Plant A/C Provision for Dep. A/c and Plant disposal A/c. 

2) The following are the balances appear in the books of Mr Aman: 

1stapril 2004 Machine A/c                             60000 

                         Provision for Machine A/c     36000 

On 1st April 2004 they decided to dispose off machinery for Rs. 8400 which was purchased on 1st April 

2000 for Rs. 16000. 

You are required to prepare Machine A/c Provision for Depreciation A/c, Machine Disposal A/c for 

2004-05.Depreciation was charged at 10% p.a on original cost method. 

3) On 1.10.08X purchased a machinery for Rs. 250000.A part of machinery which was purchased for Rs. 

20000 on 1.10.08 became obsolete and disposed off on 1.1.2011(having a book value of Rs. 17100 on 

1.04.2010)for 2000Depreciation is charged @ 10% annually on written down value method. Prepare 

Machinery A/c disposal account and also show working .The books are being closed on 31st March 

every year. 

4) A limited company purchased on 1.01.2009  a plant for Rs. 38000 and spent Rs. 2000 for carriage and 

brokerage. On 1.04.2010 was sold for Rs. 25000On the same date the plant purchased on 1.04.2010 was 

sold at a profit of Rs. 2800.Depreciation is provided @ 10% per annum on diminishing balance method 

every year Accounts are closed on 31st December every year. Show the plan for 3years. 

5) On 1st April 2008 Verma And Co purchased two machines of Rs. 40000 each On 1st July 2009 and on 1st 

Oct 2009.additional machinery purchased for Rs. 30000 and 20000 respectively. On 1st April 2010 one of 

the machines purchased on 1st April 2008 became obsolete and was sold for 21000.Depreciation 

chaeged @ 15% p.a o0n written down value method on 31st March each year You Are required prepare 

Machinery A/c for 3years. 

6) A limited purchased a machine on 1st July 2011 for 300000 and on 1stjanuary 2013 bought another 

machine for 200000.On 1st August 2013 machine bought in 2011 was sold for Rs. 160000 Another 

machine was bought for Rs. 150000 pn 1stOcxt 2013.It was decided to provide depreciation @10% p.a 

written down value method assumiomg books are closed on 31st March each year. Prepare machinery 

A/c for 3 years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BUSINESS STUDIES 
 

 Q.1.  State the distinguish factors between business, profession and employment on the basis of  
      1) Reward  2) initial investment 3) qualification 4) risk 
 
 Q.2.  Differentiate between import, export and Entrepot. 
 Q.3.  Rohini is all set to sell toys for infants. She had almost decided to start her own production but her  
  friend suggested to import them from china. Advise Rohini what factors she should consider before  
  make a decision to import or manufacture. 
 
 Q.4.  In a partnership business, partners  must have a  written agreement. What are the values followed in  
  this Statement? 
 
 Q.5.  KIran is Sole Porpriter. Over the past decade, her business has grown from operating a neighbourhood 
  corner shop selling accessories such as artificial jewellery, bags and nail art to a retail chain with 3  
  branches in the city. Given the varied functions in all the branches, she wonders whether she should  
  form a company to manage her business better. She also has plan to open branches countrywide. 
  a) Explain two benefits of remaining in a sole proprietor. 
  b) Explain two benefits of converting to a joint stock company . 
  c) What role will her choice to go nationwide play in her choice of form of the organization? 
  d) What legal formalities will she have to undergo to operate business as a company? 
 
 Q.6.  Multifunctional companies establish themselves in developing countries to enjoy huge profits by  
  selling consumer goods or luxury items. They start business by offering wide variety of goods at prices  
  cheaper than local retailers offer. But once they have established they increase prices. 
  a) State the values the government of the developing countries ignores while allowing MNCs to  
       establish in their country. 
  b) What values do the MNCs violate? 
 
 Q.7.  Identify the form of public sector enterprise in the following cases: 
  a) An enterprise managed & controlled by individuals both aim to earn profit. 
  b) An enterprise established by government to participate in the economic activities of the country. 
  c) Maruti Udyog Limited & Bhart Heavy Electricals are example of this form. 
  d) This is the oldest and traditional form of public enterprise. 
  e) This form is in existence due to special act of partliamant. 
  f) An enterprise form as a result of joining 2 different businesses for a common purpose / mutual  
      benefit. 
  g) It enjoys maximum autonomy in all management activities. 
  h) Minimum 51% of the paid up capital is held by government. 
 
 Q.8.  Sahil took a fire insurance policy of Rs 15 Lakh for his factory at the annual premium of Rs 18,500. In  
  order to avoid higher premium, he did not disclose that highly explosive chemicals are being   
  manufactured in this factory. Due to fire, his factory is severely damaged. The insurance  company  
  refused to make the payment for claim as they came to know that the highly explosive chemicals were  
  manufactured. Is sahil entitled to receive the Claim? Explain the principle of insurance violated by  
  Sahil. 
 
 Q.9.  Every year, lot of agricultural production is spoilt during rainy season due to lack of proper storage  
  facilities in villages. Government has decided to construct a warehouse in radius of every 100km to  
  store necessary goods. What Values is government trying to achieve? 
 
 
 



 
 
 Q.10.  “Some individuals or firms steal data either for personal motive or to harm the business” . Discuss the  
  type of risk highlighted  in the given statement.  How can this risk be reduced if not eliminated? 
 
 Q.11.  Name the type of e-Business transactions for the below cases 
  a) Customer buys a music software through Internet. 
  b) Rahul Lodges his car complaint at company’s call centre. 
  c) Rohit uses an ATM card to withdraw money during his hostel stay. 
  d) The marketing staff send their daily report to Area Sales Manager through email. 
  e) Ankita Sold her bicycle through quickr.com. 
  f) Centralized Inventory management for all stores of Reebok in New Delhi. 
 
 Q.12.  Checks if the following statements are true or false. Give Reasons for answers: 
  a) Business must focus on profit maximization only. 
  b) Business must provide good working conditions so that its work force is loyal & committed. 
  c) Business management is not legally committed to pay dividends to shareholders. 
  d) Business must not incur any expenditure on social causes as it drains out business resources, which  
  can be used for economic activities. 
  e) Discretionary responsibilities of business imply performance of legal duties. 
 
 Q.13.  “ Business must Concentrate on economic activities only”. Do you agree? Are there other responsibilities 
  a business organization should follow? 
 
 Q.14.  In the partnership business, partners must have a written agreement. What are the values followed in  
  this statement? 
 
 Q.15.  List the areas where the state or central ownership is a preferred form of business organization. Kindly  
  provide justification against your choice. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                                                                                                                                                    ECONOMICSECONOMICSECONOMICSECONOMICS    

MICRO ECONOMICS 

 

1.  What is PP Frontier? Explain it with the help of an imaginary schedule and diagram. 

2.  Show the following situation with PPF 

      (a) Fuller utilisation of resources 

      (b) Growth of resources. 

      (c) Under utilisation of resources. 

3.  Why is PPC called opportunity cost curve? 

4.  Define opportunity cost and explain it with the help of an example. 

5.  Explain PPF is 

      (a) down ward sloping. 

      (b) concave to the point of origin. 

6.  Calculate MRT from following table what will be the shape of PPF and why? 

 Good A (units) Good B (units) 

 60   0 

 35   1 

 20   2 

 10   3 

 5   4 

7.  What is Law of Diminishing Marginal Utility? 

8.  What is meant by Marginal Rate of Substitution (MRS). 

9.  What is budget set. 

 

 

10.  Define Indifference curve Map. 

11.  Why does higher indifference curve give more satisfaction? 

12.  What will be the impact on demand of the substitute good due to increase in price of the good? 

13.  A rise in price of a good results in a decrease in expenditure on it. Is its demand elastic or 

       inelastic? 

14.  What cause an upward movement along a demand curve? 

15.  If the slope of a demand curve is parallel to X-axis, what will be the elasticity of demand? 

16.  Calculate the price elasticity of demand for a commodity when its price increases by 25% and 

       quantity demanded falls from 150 units to 120 units. 

17.  The price elasticity of demand of good ‘X’ and ‘Y’ is same. If price of good ‘X’ falls by 10% and 

        price of good ‘Y’ increase by 10% then what changes will take place is demand of good ‘X’ and 

        good ‘Y’. 

18.  If the price of a commodity rises from Rs. 8 per unit to Rs. 10 per unit, a consumers demand falls 

       from 110 units to 100 units. Find out the price elasticity of demand for this commodity. 

19.  At the price of Rs. 4 per unit, a ‘consumer of demand is –2. How many units will the consumer 

       buy at Rs. 3 per unit? 

20.  Price elasticity of demand of a good is –3. At a price of Rs. 5 per unit, 80 units of this good one 

      bought. How many units will be bought at a price of Rs. 4 per unit. Calculate. 

21.  A consumer buys 100 units of a good at a price of Rs. 5 per unit. When price changes he buys 

      140 units. What is the new price if elasticity of demand is –2. 

22.  Why the indifference curve should be tangent to the budget line at the point of consumer’s 

      equilibrium. 

23. Why any producer would like to operate in second stage even though total physical production 

 is increasing at diminishing rate or marginal product is falling? 

 

 

 

 

 



 

24.  Following statements are true or false. Give reasons : 

 (a) Diminishing returns to a factor is applicable only when average product starts falling. 

 (b) AC and AVC curves do not intersect each other 

25.  Explain the effect on output when only one input is increased and all other inputs are held 

 constant. 

 

STATISTICS 

1.  What are the principal source of data? 

2.   Draw a frequency polygon by following data:     

marks 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 

No. of students 10 15 22 18 15 10 

3. What are the kinds of errors that you envisage in the process of collection of data? Explain 

4. Define statistics as a singular noun. 

5. What is meant by Direct Personal investigation? Give its merits and demerits. 

6. Compare between Census and sample method. Mention  merits and demerits of Sample method. 

7. Draw a Histogram of the following data:-   

Weekly wage(Rs) 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-40 40-60 60-80 

No. of workers 7 10 27 15 12 12 8 

8.   Define Median. What are its merits and demerits? 

9.  Following data relate to the construction of a house in Ranchi. Present the information in the form of a  

   Pie Diagram:- 

Items labour Bricks Cement Steel Timber Supervision 

Expenditure 25 15 20 15 10 15 

 

10.  Find mean,median and mode of the following data:- 

Marks 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 

No.of workers 5 7 15 25 20 15 8 5 

 

11. Find Quartile one and Quartile third of the following data:- 

Marks 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65 65-70 

Student 6 3 7 4 6 4 2 8 3 7 

12. Find mode by table method of the following data:- 

Size 0-5 5-10 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 

Frequency 4 12 5 10 11 18 10 

 

13. What is meant by Random Sampling ? 

14. Mention two qualities of a good questionnaire. 

15.  State the methods of classification ? explain any one of them. 



 

 

16.  Make a frequency polygon and Histogram using the given data:- 

Marks 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 

No. of 

students 

5 12 15 22 14 4 

 

17.  Calculate median of the following data:- 

145  130  200  210 198  234  159  160  178  257  260  300  345  360  390 

18.  Construct a pie diagram of the following data: 

Items Food  clothing Rent Education Oil 

Expenditure 400 250 150 40 160 

 

19.  Show the following data by a histogram: 

Wages 10-15 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-40 40-60 60-80 

No. of workers 14 38 54 30 24 24 16 

20.  Find out median : 

Marks 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 

No. of student 5  15 30 8 6 2 

21.  The following table gives the production yield in kg per hectare of wheat of 150 farms in a village. 

 Calculate mean, median and mode production yield. 

 

production 50-53 53-56 56-59 59-62 62-65 65-68 68-71 71-74 74-77 

No. of farms 3 8 14 30 36 28 16 10 5 

 

22. Determine mean and standard deviation for the following data: 

Class 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 

frequency 70 51 47 31 29 22 

23. Determine  Quartile deviation and coefficient of Quartile deviation and Median of the following data: 

Wages  0-20 20-40 40-60 60-80 80-100 

Persons 4 10 15 20 11 

 

 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    



    

Fine Art- Graphics / Painting 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Section : First                                                                         
General Instructions: Answer to be written for each question in a word or sentence. 

 

►Name any one sculpture of Gupta period. 

►Write about the location of Lion Capital. 

►What is the symbolic representation of ‘Ashok Chakra’? 

►Name the famous sculpture of Didarganj, Patna which was made in Mauryan period. 

►Lion Capital was adopted as __________ of Indian Government on 26 Jan.1950. 

►Boddhisatva Head from Taxila is in ___________ style of 2
nd

 century AD. 

►Now Seated Buddha from Katra Tila is a collection of ___________ Museum. 

►The sculptural remains of Sunga period can be seen in ___________ . 

►The 24
th
 Jain Tirthankara is known as ____________ . 

►Gandhara & Mathura Art developed in which period. 

►Which sculpture has been adopted as the National Emblem of Independent India. 

►What is the name of famous Jain sculpture? 

►The subject matter of Ajanta Cave Paintings are based on story of __________ . 

►__________ is one of the important painting of Ajanta. 

►Ajanta is located at __________ . 

►What is auspicious mark?  

►What is Fresco? 

►What is Chaitya and Vihar Caves? 

►How many caves are in Ajanta? 

 

Section : Second                                                                         

General Instructions: Answer to be written for each is about 30 words. 
 

► Give examples of Gandhara style of Art and Mathura style of Art and its time period. 

►Write about its location, period, caves, types of caves, technique, medium, colour, different 

subjects & expressions. 

► Write about Gandhara style of Art. 

►What is the visual difference between Buddha and Mahavir sculptures? 

►What is the difference between ‘Seated Buddha of Mathura’ and ‘Seated Buddha of Sarnath’. 

 

Section : Third                                                                          

General Instructions: Answer to be written for each is about 100 words. 

 

►Describe the characteristic features of the ‘Chauri bearer’ a famous sculpture of Maurya 

dynasty. 

►What is the difference between sculpture of Seated Buddha from Sarnath and Seated Jain 

Tirthankar of Gupta Period. 

►Explain about the sculpture ’Buddha Head of Taxila’ or ‘Jain Tirthankar’. 

►What is the difference between Gandhara style and Mathura style of Art? 



 

 

►What is the difference between Mathura sculpture and Sarnath sculpture? 

 

►What are the characteristics of Ajanta Paintings?  

 

Section : Forth                                                                          

General Instructions: Answer to be written for each is about 200 words. 

 

►Write a note on the compositional arrangement of ‘Lion Capital’ of Sarnath. 

►From where Kushan came? What was there contribution in Indian Art?         

►Why Ajanta is important? Where it is located? What are Chaitya and Vihar Caves? 

►Write a note on any one painting of Ajanta. 

►What is the artistic aspects of the painting ‘Padmapani’ of Ajanta?  

 

 

Section : Fifth                                                                          

General Instructions: Essay to be written in not more than 350 words. 

 

►Write about the development of Indian Art during Mauryan period. 

►In which period Gandhara style and Mathura style of Art developed? What are their 

characteristics? Give example for both styles. Write about any one sculpture. 

►What are the characteristics of Ajanta Art? Write about location and caves of Ajanta. Write a 

note on any one painting of Ajanta. 

►Write about origin and development of Boddhist Sculptures. 
 

 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    



    
    

    

COMPUTER SCIENCE 

 
Q1. Write a program to enter number of days and convert it into years, months, weeks and days. (e.g. 452 days 

equals 1 year, 2 months, 3 weeks and 6 days). Assume 365 days in a year and 30 days in a month. 

Q2. Write a program to enter a number and print its square if it is even else print its cube. 

 

Q3. Write a program to enter 3 sides of a triangle and check whether valid triangle or not. 

 

Q4. Write a program to calculate the amount for telephone bill as per the given instructions.  

For first 100 calls     Rs.100  

For next 150 calls     Rs. 1.25 per call  

For next 200 calls     Rs. 1.75 per call  

Thereafter       Rs. 2.25 per call  

Take number of calls made as input and calculate the telephone bill. 

 

Q5. Write a program to create an infinite loop. (An infinite loop is a loop which will continue to iterate forever)  

Q6. Write a program to input a number and print its prime factors only.  

Q7. Write a program to input 2 numbers and print their HCF.  

Q8. Write a program to input 2 numbers and print their LCM. (Hint: product of 2 numbers is product of their 

HCF and LCM)  

Q9. Print the following pattern:  
a. 1  

12 

123 

1234 

12345  

 
b. * 

** 

 *** 

 **** 

 *****  

 
c. 12345 

1234 

123 

12 

1  

 
d. 1  

22 

333 

4444 

55555  

 

 



 

 

 
e. 1 

      12 

     123 

   1234 

 12345  

 

 
f. 12345 

1234 

  123 

       12 

         1 

 

Q10. Write a program to enter a sentence and print the reverse of the biggest word. 

Q11. Find the smallest and largest number in a list 

Q12. Given the co-efficient of a quadratic equation, find the roots of a quadratic equation. 

 Q13. Accept 2 matrices from a user and swap the values at respective positions of the 2 matrices. 

 Q14. Write a program to enter a string and print the word with highest number of vowels and the word with    

highest number of consonants. 

Q15. Write a program to enter a number and print its digits in ascending order 

 Q16. Write a program to enter a sentence and Capitalize each word of the sentence. Rest all the letters should 

be in lower case.  

Q17. Write a program to enter a sentence and print each word starting with a vowel 

 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    



 

INFORMATICS PRACTICES 
1.  Answer the following questions:  

(a) What do you understand the meaning of Slicing (of List/Array)? Explain. 

(b) Differentiate: (i) String and List (ii) Series and Dictionary 

(c) Explain 2D Array (NumPy) co-variance in terms of mathematical and program-syntax. 

(d) Explain slicing 2D Array of NumPy with an example. 

(e) Explain joining of 1D Arrays of NumPy with an example. 

(f) Differentiate NumPy and List 

2.  Show the output of the following program:  

(a) import numpy as np 

x = np.array([1, 2, 3]) 

y = x 

z = np.copy(x) 

x[0] = 10 

print(x) 

print(y) 

print(z) 

3.  Write the syntactically and logically correct commands of the following operations on the given 

Pandas data structure:  

data = { 'Name': ['Amit','Sumit', 'Rohit', 'Mohit'], 

'Subject': ['IT' , 'IP', 'CS', 'IT'], 

'Grade': ['A2', 'A1','A2','A1'], 

'Marks': [89,97,88,95] 

} 

4.  Answer the followings on given values of NumPy Array:  

(a) Create a 1D array under NumPy of the following age of 5 students: 15, 16, 15.5, 16.5, 16 [1] 

(b) Display the output of the following code: [2] 

import numpy as np 

data = np.array([5,2,7,3,9]) 

print (data[:]) 

print(data[1:3]) 

print(data[:2]) 

print(data[-2:]) 

 

 

 



 

(c)  Write the output of the following code: [2] 

import numpy as np 

a = np.array([1, 2, 3]) 

b = np.array([5, 6]) 

c=np.concatenate([a,b,a]) 

print(c) 

(d)  Write the output of the following code: [2] 
import numpy as np 
A = np.array([1,2,3,4,5,6]) 
B = np.reshape(A, (2, 3)) 
print(B) 

(e)  Write the output of the following code [3] 
import numpy as np 
a = np.array([[7, 5, 9], [ 2, 6, 8]]) 
print(a) 
b = np.array([10,10,10]) 
c=np.add(a,b) 
print(c) 
c=np.subtract(a,b) 
print(c) 
c=np.multiply(a,b) 
print(c) 
c=np.divide(a,b) 
print(c) 

5.  Answer the following on Software Engineering: (Qs a-e 2 marks each and Qs-f carries 5 marks)  
(a) Define Software Engineering. What do you mean my Software Development (S/D)? 
(b) What is Software Process model? 
(c) Write the advantage and disadvantage of Evolutionary model. 
(d) What is maintenance phase? 
(e) Describe Software process model with diagram? 
(f) Write notes on: (i) Waterfall model and (ii) Prototype Model 

6.  Write SQL commands on the following Table:  
(i) Create a table ITEM (as given above) with suitable Data types and essential constraints, such as 
Primary 
Key, Not Null, Unique, Check (Quantity must more than 10), Default (Price as 0.0). 
(ii) Enter first record of ITEM, as given in the table. 
(iii) Display PNAME, PRICE, QTY only for the Quantity have 100 or above. 
(iv) Display product name, price for those items whose range of price are 60 to 120. 
(v) Display the details those second character of the Product name is “o”. 
(vi) Display the detail in descending order on quantity those have priced more than 50. 
(vii) Delete the products produced before 2007. 
(viii) Increase the quantity by 20 for soap and paste. 
(ix) Add a new column email of char type. 
(x) Increase the size of the column PNAME by 10 (assume the size was 15) 


